Free energy and electronic properties of water adsorption on the SnO2(110) surface.
A molecular understanding of the adsorption of water on SnO2 surfaces is crucial for several applications of this metal oxide, including catalysis and gas sensing. We have investigated water adsorption on the SnO2(110) surface using a combination of dynamic and static calculations to gain fundamental insight into the reaction mechanism at room temperature. The reaction dynamics are studied by following water adsorption and dissociation on the SnO2 surface with metadynamics calculations at low and high coverage. The electronic structure in the relevant isolated minima is investigated through Mulliken charge analysis and projected density of states analysis. Surface bridging oxygen (Obr) is found to play a decisive role in water adsorption forming rooted hydroxyl groups with the water H atoms. Bond formation with H significantly changes the electronic configuration of Obr and presumably leads to reduced band bending at the SnO2 surface. The free-energy estimation indicates that on a clean SnO2(110) surface at room temperature both associative and dissociative adsorption occur, with the latter being thermodynamically favored. Oxygen coverage strongly affects the ratio between associatively and dissociatively adsorbed H2O, favoring associative adsorption at high oxygen coverage (oxidized surface) and dissociative adsorption at low oxygen coverage (reduced surface). Electronic analyses of isolated surface minima show the existence of two different electron-transfer phenomena occurring at the surface, depending on the water adsorption mechanism. The relevance of these findings in explaining the changes in electric conductivity occurring in SnO2-based gas sensors upon water adsorption is discussed. Whereas associative adsorption leads to electron enrichment of the metal oxide surface, dissociative adsorption induces surface electron depletion. Both mechanisms are consistent with the electrical conductivity changes occurring upon interaction of SnO2 with water, causing cross sensitivity to the latter. The theoretical results form the basis for correlating the existing atomistic models with the experimental data and offer a coherent description of the reaction events on the surface at room temperature.